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THREE WAVES

Tens of centuries ago, rafts were constructed in order to cross 
the great seas.  Huge trees, cut, trimmed, and skinned of their 
bark were bound together using a fibrous rope.  Knowing the 
relentless forces of the sea, the people building these rafts used a 
particularly robust fibrous rope.  Although strong, this rope was 
not often used near the sea.  Salt broke down its fiber; sea salt ate 
away its strength. The trees were bound in a way that the rolling 
motion of the sea dug the rope into the soft wood of the trees; the 
particular knot and binding of the rope allowed the push and pull 
of the sea to work the rope into deep grooves in the wood. As the 
wood swelled in the water, the grooves closed around the rope, 
sealing and protecting it from the sea salt. These knots capture a 
wonderfully difficult enigma: the strength of fragility, the fragility 
of strength.

This, our first publication, documents “Sun Ship: an exhibition in 
support of Arts Letters & Numbers”. It is the result of a remarkable 
in/up/out pouring of support for the mission of Arts Letters & 
Numbers, a rising tide in three waves.

As many Arts Letters & Numbers stories often begin, this too 
began with a visit to the Mill. Just under 5 weeks ago, our dear 
friends Luis Accorsi and Haleh Atabeigi came to Arts Letters & 
Numbers to visit the place they had heard so much about. This 
was their first visit and they were both taken by the spaces, the 
structures, the atmosphere and mostly by the energy of the people 
honing their crafts everywhere. As we walked the grounds both 
were determined to help support this place, its mission and its 
energy. By the end of the day, Luis proposed the brilliant idea that 
we hold a benefit exhibition / auction in support of Arts Letters & 
Numbers at his Gallery in New York City, the Dorian Gray Gallery. 
The only issue was that it would have to happen in the next month. 
After giving it a night’s thought, and speaking with a number of 
our ALN group, we decided we would go for it, with the criteria 
that if we were going to do it, we were going to do it right and all 
the way. This publication is documenting the exhibiton set in mo-
tion just a few weeks ago with the sparks of Haleh and Luis’ visit to 
ALN and I want to thank them both for their insights and gratious 
support of this project.
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First Wave: I crafted a letter explaining the opportunity of this ex-
hibition and asking people to donate works. This was sent to a wide 
selection of artists that make up Arts Letters & Numbers’ broader 
community of fellows, visiting artists, resident artists, advisory 
council, board of directors, and friends of ALN. 

Within nine minutes of sending this letter, I received an email 
with no words, just a singular image of a drawing that I had known 
for over 24 years. It was the ‘black sun squid’ by my dear friend 
Armand Biglari, this being one of his most beautiful and prized 
drawings. As I looked at that image, I paused. The speed and 
meaning of that response was an expression of something pro-
found, and, as I hoped, it was a signal of what was to come. Within 
the hour I received 5 more works, by morning 17 works, including 
my dear friend Homa Shojaie’s Red Sun, which together with the 
‘Black Sun Squid’ set the title of ‘Sun Ship’ in motion. Within a 
week we received over 55 works sent from all over the world in 
support of Arts Letters & Numbers. This included new works being 
made specifically for this exhibition by dear friends Walid Raad 

This first wave of support was a profoundly moving experience, a 
re-sounding affirmation of the reverberations of our mission and 
the growing belief in the project of Arts Letters & Numbers. By 
the end of that first week, it was clear that we were ‘going to need 
a bigger boat’. Luis and Molua from the Dorian Grey Gallery very 
kindly offered to introduce me to Corrine Jennings and Joe Over-
street who founded the Kenkeleba House on Second Street and Ave 
B in 1975. After discussing the mission of Arts Letters & Numbers, 
Corrine and Joe very graciously offered that we hold the exhibition 
in their Wilmer Jennings Gallery.

The first wave of works flooding in set in motion a second wave, an 
uplifting response of creative urgency, care, and tireless effort by 
family, friends, fellows, and members of the broader Arts Letters & 
Numbers’ community. The entire organization sprung into action 
determined to have the exhibition, publication, events, online and 
live auctions created and crafted with all of the thoughtfulness, and 
precision poured into all of our ALN works. 

and Bill Morrison. The Exhibition being installed as I write this 
text contains over 100 works by over 70 artists from more than a 
dozen countries. These are emerging and internationally renowned 
artists including Dennis Adams, John Ahearn, Michael Benson, 
Mike Bidlo, Lorenzo Clayton, Martha Cooper, Marylyn Dintenfass, 
Adeline Kueh, Bill Morrison, Margaret Morton, Laurie Olinder, 
James Romberger, David Shapiro, Homa Shojaie, Suha Traboulsi, 
Ian Woo and Lebbeus Woods. (offered, so kindly by Aleksandra 
Wagner as ‘a gift of the estate of Lebbeus Woods’). Each work as 
well as a complete list of the artists who have donated works for 
this exhibition is presented in this catalogue as a small document 
recording this wonderful outpouring of support. On behalf of the 
entire Arts Letters & Numbers organization, I want to offer each 
and every artist my deepest heartfelt thank you for this enormous 
gift. It is an honor to be a recipient of such generosity.

The design of this publication is the result of literally a 24-hr a 
day, tour de force effort, by Sheila Mostofi, Homa Shojaie, Rikke 
Jorgensen, and Troels Steenholdt Heiredal. Given the short time 
frame of production, the work for this exhibition spread out across 
the globe in New York, Denmark, and Singapore which created the 
perfect time distance of 6 hours between each time zone allowing 
for a true Sun Ship Clock. Literally every hour in the last 10 days 
was poured into this publication in a relentless pursuit of beauty. 
This effort inspires not only my deep personal gratitude but also 
my awe and astonishment.

As the original works began to arrive from all over the planet an-
other team gathered to ensure their careful and beautiful installa-
tion in the gallery. This included Bryan Mcgovern Wilson, Lorenzo 
Clayton, Frida Foberg, Loren Howard, Troels Steenholdt Heiredal 
Keanan Fox, Mauricio Cortes, Oluwatobi Adewumi, Daejeong 
Kim, Jesse Kreuzer and Anna Mouraleva. I want to thank each one 
of these people for their dedication of purpose.
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Without Frida Foberg working directly with me in communicatins 
and ‘air traffic’ control, we would certainly have had a few fallen 
works or bent wings and I want to thank her for her graceful 
precision and huge tireless effort to guide all parts to their proper 
locations. I must also thank Che Perez for all he is doing at the Mill 
every day to lift up the spirits of the entire organization.

I also want to thank Sabrina Sadique and Rebecca Woodmass for 
their careful attention to voice and language.

Arts Letters & Numbers has demonstrated a new level of intensity 
and breadth of capacity in bringing this Sun Ship together. If the 
first two waves are signals, the third wave, is coming and this will 
be a long wave, lifting and projecting the mission of Arts Letters & 
Numbers out into the world.

Thank you ALL for all you have done and for all that is to come.

David Gersten
Director, Arts Letters & Numbers
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SUN SHIP: AN INTRODUCTION

Suns

“to the effect that all of our civilization (indeed all of life on Earth, 
with all of its deep-time evolutionary legacy) is a product of the 
ceaseless hosing of energy from the sun over billions of years. And that 
energy in turn permits a countering of entropy (surfing in an opposite 
direction from the tendency of everything to run down, roll downhill, 
wind down like a clock, or head downwards towards the grave, or in 
general to a state of less not more energy). (If you get my drift). A local 
and localized reversal in effect of direction, a “microclimate” wherein 
instead of one way, towards decay, the energy provided by the sun 
permits an opposite tendency. Rather than nothing, something, rather 
than extremely cold, we get warmth, life, etc. And the windings and 
tendrils of life extend via DNA spiraling between generations and 
back to deep time.”               

Michael Benson

Recently, I read a few stories about two gigantic Black Holes that 
scientists believe are about to collide in deep space. These Black Holes 
are so enormous that the explosion resulting from their collision was 
described as releasing an unfathomable force, one that will blow entire 
galaxies away, ‘like leaves being blown off a tree during a hurricane’. 
The two Black Holes are only one ‘light week’ apart from each other, 
making scientists believe that their collision is imminent. Some say it 
could be in the next 100k years, others speculate as soon as 15k years. 
Thankfully, these black holes are 3.5 billion light years away from us, 
offering some sense of relief. I could not help but wonder, if being 3.5 
billion light years away means that this terrifying explosion has already 
happened a long time ago. If we could dramatically increase our ability 
to see into deep space, would we discover that the explosion will hap-
pen in the next 50 years? Or even next week? Maybe our Milky Way 
is one of the leaves thrown in the hurricane and ‘we’, our solar system, 
with all its evolutionary legacy, was born in the explosion we are hop-
ing to witness in the near future. 
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When silver bromide is exposed to light, it is jarred. Particles of silver 
are broken free. They float off the plate inversely reducing the reflectiv-
ity in the points of greatest light: a negative. A crystal evaporation 
occurs. A single moment’s light establishes a filter for its time, an in-
termediary sheet of time existing in both present and past. This crystal 
extract is a singular omniscient: a photograph. The still photograph is 
in constant motion: a net, a sail. Its resistance to time is what pulls it 
along, moment by moment. It is passed down. This singular divides, 
multiplies. Each point of time holds a new extract. This geography is 
vertical: it penetrates, filters, collects particles of time. The camera’s eye 
establishes a filter: a blanket absorbing light from the world project-
ing duration to the screen. Add to this the singular plates, each drop 
returning to the total, each reflecting their own moment of extraction, 
a storm, pushing and pulling duration, and then the story. 

If you ask a Physicist about light, they will say it’s the structure of 
their work; if you ask a photographer about light, they will say it’s 
the structure of their work; a painter would say the same. A film-
maker, a biologist, an architect, all will say light is the structure of 
their work. This of course makes sense if you think of the Michael 
Bensons quote. Light is fundamental to all forms of life, so much so 
that its role tests the limits of human comprehension. Our attempts 
to comprehend light offer insights to comprehension itself.

To experience or imagine the Sun is to reckon a vast story of light 
and life. The Sun’s heat evaporates the earth’s water, creating a para-
sol of clouds blocking its own light. The sun’s heat establishes a filter 
for its light, a blanket absorbing from below, backlit from above. 
Add to this the rain, droplets falling, returning to the total, each 
reflecting their own sun, each forming a brief circle upon reentry, an 
ungovernable storm of geometry, and then a rainbow. 

When the viewer is exposed to this light, they are jarred. Particles of 
memory are broken free. They float off, inversely reducing exter-
nal time. The world is inverted: a negative. An evaporation: for the 
duration of the film, the world is still, an intermediary sheet of time 
existing in both present and past: a net, a sail—persona—pulling the 
film moment by moment. The circles and ellipses are particles of a 
vertical geography. The second story is revealed in the vertical section. 
Through its multiple extracts, the horizontal geography of the great 
seas finds its assent: a ship rising.

Ice floats, it is water held up by water. That fact contains a remarkable 
enigma. Water is one of the very few substances on earth that expands 
when it freezes. This expansion has been the essential factor in the 
creation of the earth’s geography, as freezing and melting moves the 
earth upward and down, great upheavals, splits, cracks and pushes, 
forming highs and lows along the earth’s surface. Floating sheets of ice 
prefigure the state-changes to come.

Ships 

There is a remarkable novel by Mark Helprin called Winter’s Tale. In 
it, the main character Peter Lake lives in New York City, in two times: 
1900 and 2000. How he does this is an astounding work of literature 
hinted at in the beginning of the book: the piece opens with a large 
passenger ship entering NYC harbor (in 1900) heading toward Ellis Is-
land. Peter Lake is a small baby and just as the ship enters NYC waters 
it is struck and starts to sink. There is panic everywhere and Peter’s 
parents run to the captain’s quarters where there is a large model of 
the ship in a glass vitrine on a stand. I believe the model was about 
12 ft long and was called ‘city of justice’. They break the glass and take 
the model ship out. They take the top off and place baby Peter into the 
ship and carefully lower him down and set him adrift in the harbor. 
As the ship goes under, only Peter in the double ship is left floating. 
The inhabitation of the double within the real waters of life. Old world 
becomes new world and more.
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Sun Ship: an exhibition in support of arts letters and numbers

“With its seemingly unlimited growth of material power, mankind finds 
itself in the situation of a skipper who has his boat built of such a heavy 
concentration of iron and steel, that the boats compass points constantly 
at herself and not north. With a boat of that kind no destination can 
be reached; she will go around in a circle, exposed to the hazards of the 
winds and the waves”

 Werner Heisenberg

The ubiquitous observation of our time is transformation: cultural, 
technological, social, political, ecological, and economical. We are 
in the midst of unprecedented re-alignments and re-articulations of 
every aspect of our lives. People, institutions, and communities across 
all disciplines throughout the globe are increasingly confronted by the 
need for new models of asking the extraordinarily complex questions 
of our time. 

Education, by definition, is a transformative pursuit; individuals come 
together and engage in transformative interactions and experiences. 
Freedom to engage in creative discourse and critical research, guided 
by intellectual curiosity and ethics, demands continual transformation 
and thrives when the transformation is dynamic and organic. Knowl-
edge evolves, comprehension evolves, the proximity and interaction 
among diverse forms of knowledge create mutual transformations 
that evolve into new forms. Often risky, always challenging, and oc-
casionally perilous, the consequences of thoughtful invention in the 
structures of education are ultimately unique spaces—spaces of par-
ticipation, spaces of communication, spaces of reciprocity for people 
and their works to listen to each other. 

Arts Letters & Numbers is just such a space, an emergent structure 
where many disparate elements come together to co-construct ques-
tions and forge works of empathy, ethics, and imagination that invoke 
the nuanced fragilities within our shared stories. The hope is to create 
circumstances of a giant diversity of ways of knowing within broad 
human and disciplinary geographies: Disciplinary diversity, Cultural 
diversity, Race diversity, Age diversity, Socio economic diversity, 
Bio-diversity, a microclimate of voices and forms of agency, creating 
a living system of knowledge-transformation that embodies our best 
hopes and aspirations.

The transformations of our time contain great promises and great 
challenges. Arts Letters & Numbers strives to be a place of creative 
urgency, a ‘Sun Ship’ in search of new linkages, new thought processes, 
new pathways of understanding, in search of new models of asking 
the questions of our time, perhaps offering, our best hopes of ‘finding 
north.’

David Gersten
Director, Arts Letters & Numbers
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PRAYER FOR A HOUSE
FOR J. H.

Blessed is the architect of the removed structures
Blessed is the structure that weathers in spring snow like lies

Blessed is the crystal that leaps out of the matrix like a fool
And blessed is the school

Blessed factures
Blessed like spring snow

Blessed like a fool
And burnt book

Is the school a structure or weather
Or a lie like spring snow

And is the matrix leaping also like a fool
And is the book built or burnt

Blessed is the removed
Blessed too the like spring

Blessed is the tiger of the matrix like a found fool
And blessed the unbuilt like a book

Blessed is the architect who survives all removal
Blessed is the trapped structure like a gift

Blessed is the crystal fool
And blessed is the school

Blessed is the cut and the cry
Blessed the body of the patient in spring snow like lies
Blessed is the crystal stepping out of the matrix like a fool
And blessed is the burning book

Blessed is the anchorite and the architect in the dark smudge
Blessed is the remover bending to remove
Blessed is the folly leaping out of matrix
And blessed is the empty center

Blessed burning structures
Blessed like snowy spring
Blessed cry blessed in the matrix like a cut fool
And blessed each unlit book

Blessed is the architect of the removed cut
Blessed the structures that weather in lies like spring snow
Blessed is the crystal that leaps out of the matrix like a fool
And blessed is the school, like a burning library

Old new prayer
Old new song
Blessed is the crystal and the cry and the matrix like a painting fool
And blessed is the school

David Shapiro
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ARTS LETTERS & NUMBERS

(Noon), 2013
 Ink on paper, 100’’ x 100’’
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MICHAEL BENSON ARMAND BIGLARI

A Massive Prominence.
Solar Dynamics Observatory,

6 December, 2010
2012 (data acquired 2010)

Ultraviolet photograph,
Digital Chromogenic Print,

37.5’’ x 37.5’’

Black Sun Squid, 1993
Pencil on paper, 29” x 53”
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DENNIS ADAMS

Mulatto, 2006
Print, Silkscreen, 18’’ x 24’’

The Family of Man, 2011
AP from an edition of 5, 22’’ x 18.5’’
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BRYAN MCGOVERN WILSON SUHA TRABOULSI IN COLLABORATION WITH WALID RAAD AND DAVID GERSTEN

Summoning Grid 02, 2016
Watercolor on Paper, 14” x 11”

Summoning Grid 03, 2016
Watercolor on Paper, 14” x 11”

Summoning Grid 04, 2016
 Watercolor on Paper, 14” x 11”

Arts Letters & Numbers Donation, 2016 
Ink Jet Print, 20’’ x 16.6’’
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LARRY BROWN LORENZO CLAYTON

Elementary Particles, 2002
Print, Silkscreen, Photo-Litho, 15.7’’ x 12.5’’

Untitled, 1998 
Silkscreen, 18” x 40”
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RIKKE JØRGENSEN RICHARD KNOX

Ridebaneakse mod Slotspladsen 2.04 
Slotsholmen - Photographic Notation 04/15 , 2011

AP, Digital Drawing and Photographic Collage, 36’’ x 24’’

(           ), 2010
Print, Silkscreen, Laser-cut, 24’’ x 36’’
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LOREN HOWARD

Drawing Machine Drawing Stars, 2013
Drawing/Photography, 16’’ x 12’’

Polaris 3, 2013
Photography, 9’’ x 14’’
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HOLGER KEIFEL SVETLANA JOVANOVIC

City Hexagon , 2016
 Photography, Print size 10’’ x 8’’, Image Size 8’’ x 6’’

Cindy II , 2012
Archival Digital Print, 19” x 13”
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CHRISTINE OSINSKI TROELS STEENHOLDT HEIREDAL

Covering Ground, 2004
Print, Silkscreen, 18.8” x 15.5” 

Untitled Close Up, 2014
C-Print–35mm multiple exposed photo, 33’’ x 21’’
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MARCO DJERMAGHIAN JACOB BURCKHARDT

The State of the Visible, 2016
Ink on paper, 9.5” x 13.6”

‘& U Gardener, 2016
Ink on paper, 9.5” x 13.6”

The Last Sound in the Picture, 2010
Print, Photo-litho, Silkscreen, Xerox Chine Colle, 25’’ x 38’’
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URI WEGMAN

Landscape Take #4, 2015
Digital print, 8” x 11”

Landscape Take #8, 2015
Digital print, 8” x 11”

Landscape Take #2, 2015
Digital print, 8” x 11”
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MOLUA MULDOWN AND LISA PAN BILL MORRISON

The Stars are Out from The Dandy’s New York , 2012. 
Signed hand embellished C-print, 24” x 18”

Decaying Suns and Moons, 2016
Video loop, 4:35min
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MARGARET MORTON TINE BERNSTORFF AAGAARD

Untitled, 2010
 Photogravure, 14’’ x 16’’

Untitled, 2010
Photogravure, 14’’ x 16’’

Draw Through Loop - Orange Knit, 2015
Watercolor on paper, 43.3” x 28.7”
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MIA CROSS ISABELLA CHYDENIUS

The Stranger, 2012
Oil on canvas, 18’’ x 24’’ Watching Time Dry, 2016

Collage, 7.5” x 7.5”
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JAMES ROMBERGER NATHALIE AUDIN

Portrait of the artist, 2016
Signed limited edition 1/10, 11” x 8.5”

No. 0001, 2016
Chromira Photograph, 8’’ x 8’’

No. 0003, 2016
Chromira Photograph, 8’’ x 8’’

No. 0000, 2016
Chromira Photograph, 8’’ x 8’’

No. 0002, 2016
Chromira Photograph, 8’’ x 8’’
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WILL VILLALONGO BART DROST

Adam and Eve, 2010. 
Silk Screen on Velour, 19” x 19” (diptych)

Venezia Perfetto, 2012
Portfolio of 7 silkprints and 1 printed text page in a printed paper cover
Prints, signed and numbered XIV/XV, 8,3’’ x 6 ‘‘
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CHRISTINA ROSATI ORFEO TAGIURI

Oppenheimer Series 5/14, 2015
Oil on Canvas, 6’’ x 8”

House in the snow, 2016
Acrylic Paint on Canvas, 9” x 16”
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DAVID SHAPIRO

The Ocean at Deal, 2012
 Collage, 7.5” x 10.5”

Picasso’s hand, 2012
 Collage, 10.5” x 7.5”
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KEANAN FOX ANNA MOURALEVA

Plaster Sketch, 2016
Inkjet Ink and Wood Glue on Plaster, 17” x 15”

Life of an Egg 3, 2016. 
Digital, Mixed, 21.25” x 32.50” 

Life of an Egg 1, 2016. 
Digital, Mixed, 23.5” x 30” 
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DAVID GERSTEN

A Forever House Plan
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Section de la Maturation L’ecole de Cinema
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Juez

Factoria de Vidrio

Excavador

Cyclorama rojo para película

Excavator

Acabadora de Madera

Techero

Maduración Plan

	  

Carte de la Maturation
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Hunting Life Figures, 2010
Lithography and Silkscreen on Paper, 24” x 270”

Full roll

Details



6362

SINA GOUDARZI

Eshqat (your love), 2013  
Acrylic on Canvas, 10’’ x 20’’

Letter “B”, 2013 
Ink on paper, 8.5’’ x 4.5’’



6564

AIDA MIRON ALICE MIZRACHI

Chaco conquest, 2016 
Spraypaint on Cardboard, 9.5” x 11.8”

Hamsa, 2015
Stencil on Paper, 15.5” x 10.5” 



6766

OLUWATOBI ADEWUMI LISA LAWLEY

Beyond the pieces, 2016 
Graphite/Charcoal on Canvas, 32’’ x 27’’

Lorenzo’s Landscape, 2002
Print, Silkscreen, Lithographic tusch washes; stone and plate, 31’’ x 22’’



6968

CHÉ PEREZ FRANCISCO PEREZ

Study on Writing Forms, 2012
Graphite and White Pastel on Paper, 15’’ x 22’’ El Pico de Botella, 2015

Acrylic on Paper 35” x 25”



7170

GINGER TEPPNER CHRIS ROSE

Posture, 2016 
Pencil and Oil Pastel on Vintage Paper, 18” x 13” 

Artu Brummer Chair seen at the Helsinki Design Museum,  
Drawing 1996, Chair acquired 1966, made c.1920
One-Off Chromogenic print of original pencil drawing, 18” x 12” 



7372

MARYLYN DINTENFASS COOPER HOLOWESKI

Oculus. Number 49, 2015
Oil on Paper, 15’’ x 15”

Plan of the Mall (After Piranesi’s Plan of the Mausoleum of Constantina), 2016
Etching with Inkjet Chine-collé, 6” x 8” (image) 17.5” x 18”



7574

ALVA MOOSES FRIDA FOBERG AND RIKKE JØRGENSEN

Fistful of Dirt , 2016
Monoprint with pulverized stones, 22” x 16.5”

Folded Cut, 2016 
Photography / Print, 16” x 16”

Joined Break, 2016
Photography / Print, 16” x 16”



7776

MAURICIO CORTES ORTEGA MANYA JAVADIPOUR

Rainbow Profile Four, 2015 
Oil on Canvas, 24’’ x 18”

Snow 4 , 2014
Acrylic on Canvas, 30’’ x 36’’



7978

SITU STUDIO LAURA GENES

Untitled (Still from Amplitude Video, 2014), 2014 
Photograph, framed, 16” x 24” 

Towel Head, 2015
Photograph / Digital Print, 15’’ x 24’’

Tracks, 2015
Photograph / Digital Print, 24” x 15”



8180

MARGUERITE VAN COOK EMMA SHAPIRO

Rosetta, 2014 
Signed limited edition 4/10, 18” x 24”

Texture Study, Series 2, 2015
C print, 12” x 18”



8382

LUCA LAZAR SCOTT NOBLES

Painting # 032116 , 2016
Acrylic on Canvas, 23” x 23”

 framed incl. passepartout 33” x 33”

2 sides, each in the cipher of the other, 2006 
Print Silkscreen, 23.5” x 23.3” 
Folded 8.5” x 8.3” 



8584

JOHN AHEARN LOUIS RENZONI

Takiya, 1984
Acrylic on Hydrocal plaster, 14” x 13” x 8”

Original plaster fragment for Bronx Head Start Mural, 2010
Plaster , 6” x 12.5” 

Dove Release , 2015
Oil on Paper, 24” x 18”



8786

LAURIE OLINDER FRIDA FOBERG 

Paper Falls # 1, 2014
Indigo Ink on Paper Made From Recycled T Shirts, 72” x 21”

Kiwi Cut, 2016
Photography/Print, 16” x 24”



8988

JESSE KREUZER TINGTING WEI

Riding in the Snow, 2016
Housepaint and Oil Paint on Panel, 48’’ x 46’’

Identity is the most important thing, 2016
Oil on Linen, 40” x 36”



9190

TAOFEEK ABIJAKO CLOCKWORK CROS

Lost Identity , 2015
Acrylic and Ink on Canvas, 20’’ x 16’’

Float , 2015
Paint on Sneakers, 16’’ x 20’’

Andy Warhol Melting Clock, 2015
Acetate and clock mechanism, 11” x 8” x 2”

Jean-Michel Basquiat Melting Clock, 2015
Acetate and clock mechanism, 11” x 8” x 2”

Keith Haring Melting Clock, 2015
Acetate and clock mechanism, 11” x 8” x 2”



9392

RUAIRIDH MACLEOD MARTHA COOPER

In lack of better half, 2014
Xerox Transfer on Paper, 22.25” x 17.25”

Girl on rope swing with graffiti wall, 1978-79
Black & White archival pigment print on Hahnemuhle Baryta Fine Art Paper, 12” x 23” Framed



9594

SUE GERSTEN MIKE BIDLO

Cigar factory worker, 
Cuban Series #7, 2000

Sliver Gelatin, 14” x 11”

Untitled, 
Cuban Series #14, 2000
Sliver Gelatin, 14” x 11”

Packed and ready to go, 
Cuban Series #11, 2000
Sliver Gelatin, 14” x 11”

Untitled, Cuban Series #5, 2000
Sliver Gelatin, 11” x 14”

Untitled, Cuban Series #6, 2000
Sliver Gelatin, 11” x 14”

Cigar rollers, Cuban Series #9, 2000
Sliver Gelatin, 11” x 14”

Untitled (Not Brancusi), 1985
Plaster, 17” x 7” x 8”



9796

ANTHONY TITUS ADELINE KUEH

Blank Field 10, 2007
Photographic print and graphite, 18” x 25”

Solution 1.2 (Love Hotel series) , 2011
Digital print on Hahnemuhle Rag Satin, 8” x 8”

En Passant (Detail) , 2011
Digital print on Hahnemuhle Rag Satin, 12’’ x 12’’



9998

IAN WOO LEBBEUS WOODS

Neither , 2014
Graphite on Paper, 12” x 9”

Untitled, 1978
Colored Pencil and Marker on Paper, 12” x 9.5” 



101100

HOMA SHOJAIE

Stage, 2014
Oil and Staples on Frayed Canvas on Plywood, 18” x 14”

Red Sun, 2015 
Oil on Frayed Canvas, 28” x 40”



102

Miron Aida
Mizrachi Alice
Mooses Alva
Morrison Bill
Morton Margaret
Mouraleva anna
Pan Lisa
Muldown Molua
Nobles Scott
Olinder Laurie
Ortega Mauricio Cortes
Osinski Christine
Perez Ché

Aagaard Tine Bernstorff
Abijako Taofeek
Adams Dennis
Adewumi Oluwatobi
Ahearn John
Arts Letters & Numbers
Audin Nathalie
Benson Michael
Bidlo Mike
Biglari Armand
Brown Larry
Burckhardt Jacob
Chydenius Isabella

Perez Francisco 
Raad Walid
Renzoni Louis
Romberger James
Rosati Christina
Rose Chris
Shapiro David
Shapiro Emma
Shojaie Homa
SITU Studio
Tagiuri Orfeo
Teppner Ginger
Titus Anthony

Clayton Lorenzo
Cooper Martha
Cros Clockwork
Cross Mia
Dintenfass Marylyn
Djermaghian Marco
Drost Bart
Foberg Frida
Fox Keanan
Genes Laura
Gersten David
Gersten Sue
Goudarzi Sina

Traboulsi Suha
van Cook Marguerite
Villalongo Will
Wegman Uri
Wei Tingting
Wilson Bryan McGovern
Woo Ian
Woods Lebbeus

Heiredal Troels Steenholdt
Holoweski Cooper
Howard Loren
Javadipour Manya
Jørgensen Rikke
Jovanovic Svetlana
Keifel Holger
Knox Richard
Kreuzer Jesse
Kueh Adeline
Lawley Lisa
Lazar Luca
Macleod Ruairidh

64
65
74
45
46
59
44
44
83
86
76
38
68

47
90
26,27
66
84
23
51
24
95
25
30
41
49

69
29
85
50
54
71
56,57
81
100,101
78
55
70
96

31
93
91
48
72
40
53
75,87
58
79
29,60,61
94
62,63

29
80
52
42,43
89
28
98
99

39
73
34,35
77
32,75
37
36
33
88
97
67
82
92

Artists in support of Arts Letters & Numbers
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